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Naturejobs wins prestigious EPpy award

Naturejobs has been awarded a prestigious EPpy for the category of 'Best Internet Classified Service' from Editor & Publisher Magazine and Mediaweek. The awards honor the best internet sites associated with the media, and represent a stellar triumph for Naturejobs, which beat a strong field. Finalist runner-ups were from the Boston Globe and Apartments.com. Other category winners included NYTimes.com, MSNBC.com and Slate Magazine.

“This win confirms Naturejobs’ presence as a leader in the recruitment industry; not just among its peers in the science careers arena. Our combination of job choices from around the world of science, use of new technologies and our career magazine concept made us stand out,” stated Ben Crowe, Publisher of Naturejobs.

“This is also a strong recognition of the winning combination of efforts from all the teams within NPG involved in making the Naturejobs.com site such an unmitigated success and part of the fabric of science. Our new site boasts many unique features, designed with jobseekers and recruiters squarely in mind.”

The relaunch of Naturejobs.com goes live in mid-June 2005.

www.naturejobs.com
www.eppyawards.com
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Nature is the leading multidisciplinary journal of science, publishing groundbreaking, original scientific research across all disciplines since 1869. Published weekly by the Nature Publishing Group, it also contains a lively collection of secondary comment, including authoritative and topical reviews, News, features, essays, News and Views, Book Reviews, Naturejobs, Natureevents and more.

Editor & Publisher is the authoritative journal covering all aspects of the North American newspaper industry, including business, newsroom, advertising, circulation, marketing, technology, online and syndicates.